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Tab. 1: Land register in individual watersheds selected for detailed proposals for action in 
terms of agricultural, forest and floodplain (listed their land extending into a selected 
watershed 4th order - outside the basin does not solve the issue) 

River Cadasters Forms solutions 

Jevíčka 

(HLGP 4-10-02-099/2) 

Lázy, Bezděčí u Trnávky, 

Unerázka, Městečko Trnávka, 

Mezihoří u městečka Trnávky, 

Petrůvka u městečka Trnávky, 

Chornice 

common - agriculture, forest, 

floodplain 

Blata (HLGP 4-12-01-023, 4-12-

01-022, 4-12-01-020/2) 

Vrbátky, Dubany na Hané, 

Štětovice 

floodplain forest 

Haná 

(HLGP4-12-02-021) 

Vážany u Vyškova, Moravské 

Prusy, Boškůvky, Rybníček, 

Kučerov, Bohdalice, Moravské 

Málkovice 

agriculture, forest 

Kyjovka 

(HLGP4-17-01-084) 

Labuty, Skalka u Kyjova, 

Vřesovice, Hýsly, Moravany u 

Kyjova 

agriculture, forest 

Horní Rozpitský potok  

(HLGP 4-11-01-102) 

Dolní Bečva forest 

Kamenitý potok, Poniklec  

(HLGP 4-10-01-001) 

Velká Morava forest 

Prudký potok  

(HLGP4-10-01-025) 

Sklenné u Malé Moravy forest 

Morava  

(HLGP4-10-01-054) 

Chromeč floodplain 

 
 For the design of adaptation measures in the urbanized area was chosen location in 

Unicov – street Gen.Svobody.. 
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Design solutions at selected locations 
 

Proposals for specific measures are dealt with within the specified design details selected on 

the basis of the analyzes. The identified priority areas but can be applied to a set of measures 

with regard to whether the forestry, agricultural, urban or floodplain areas. A set of measures 

for different types of areas with a detailed technical description, an example already 

implemented forms of action and the essential dimensions are given in the catalog of 

measures drawn up within the framework of this project. In the chapters below describes the 

measures proposed in the individual details for each of those areas. 

 

1.1 Jevíčka - ČHP 4-10-02-099 / 2 - a design detail 
The catchment area is located in a natural forest area PLO 31 - Českomoravské 

mezihoří. Acreage of the area is 1171.13 hectares. The area of land used for forest PUPFL is 

327.72 hectares, representing 27.98% of the acreage of the area.

 
Fig. 1 .: Map of the area on the substrate layer orthophoto and cadastral boundaries, the outline of the area is to characterize 
the red line (Compiled Palacky University in Olomouc documents ČÚZK) 
 

The catchment area extends to 10 cadastral areas, Lázy 679437, Bezděčí at Trnávky 603376, 

Vražné 785,750, Stará roveň 753874, Chornice 652725 (tiny part of the J part of the area), 

Unerázka 603384, Pěčíkov 718793, Petrůvka u Městečka Trnávky 720,381, Mezihoří u 
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Městečka Trnávky 693359 Trnávka, Městečko Trnávka 698341. The areas chosen for the 

agricultural part of the solution we have been obtaining background material, reconnaissance 

and discussion with agricultural companies evaluated Erosion losses on erosion-prone crops 

(maize) and erosion outlining paths of concentration runoff. 

After analyzing the results obtained, the potential erosion and after discussion with the 

farmers we conducted further analysis of areas that favors the cultivation of certain crops in 

different cadastral areas. Subsequently They recommended agronomic measures in the form 

of determining the most vulnerable crops in crop rotation. 

Not always, however, reduce agricultural measures Erosion losses sufficiently, so we decided 

to further measures relating to the division of land either a simple technical measure, or 

grassing of the property. In most cases, we approached the design of earth dams that we 

propose in the direction of the contours of a height of about 1 m with fortifications using 

grassing (this measure is modeled potential erosion). Simultaneously, these windrows 

provided with dispensing means which ensure drainage of water after sedimentation of the 

soil particles. We suggest it is on land with a slope of up to 8%, on land steeper slope between 

recommended to interrupt the protective grassing. 

On the gentle slopes can be alternatively constructed furrow, as shallow and wide moat, 

which captures and drainage of surface water run-off. This is mostly a collection furrow 

reducing the length of the land after the fall line on plots up to 15% with termination in 

collecting ditches or depressed areas. These are mostly furrow grass, and longitudinal slope is 

up 3%. Follow-up drain furrow are responsible for draining water from detention or free 

contour furrows. They are designed for maximum speed profile is designed for them to 1.5 

ms-1, the transverse profile has a slope of 1: 5 to 1:10 and a depth of 30-100 cm. To drain the 

runoff would be possible after the evaluation and meet technical criteria used also grassed 

thalweg. 

Historically in our country had a unique place limits after land consolidation and plowing and 

disappeared down the barriers erosion processes, while there was a reduction in biodiversity 

and disruption of the landscape. On one block of arable land above the village Unerázka we 

proposed to build two limits with a height of 1.5 meters and a slope of 1: 1.5, either grass or 

better yet planted landscape greenery. Their longitudinal inclination is expected between 2-

5% connected to the drain element. Above the upper limit on the block of arable land 

assuming grassing land above the limit lower, then infiltration and sedimentation grassy strip 

a minimum width of 6 m. 
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As a form of protective erosion control, retention and infiltration measures can be 

(especially on land southwest of the village Bezděčí at Trnávky, and alternatively to the 

ground Hrázce) recovered conversion of arable land into strips that its location on sloping 

land interrupt and slow surface runoff and divided the total the length of the slope into sub 

shorter segments. Implementation of these strips is designed in a direction along the contour, 

or in a slight deviation from the direction of their width, evolving from the morphology and 

the slope of the land, but also from their desired efficiency, in particular in relation to their 

retention and infiltration operation. Also important is their width in relation to multiples of the 

width of the used equipment. For their design and function effectively it is important to know 

the runoff in a particular locality. 

The catchment area is basically divided into three areas, which proposes three types of 

crop rotations. On land, where it is possible to apply contour cultivation, this is preferred (see 

details in the detailed text of the Design Project chapter 4). 

 

 
Fig. 2, Potential water erosion when printed measures (deployment of crops and contour tillage). 

• Design detail in the river valley Jevíčku 
Description of the proposed measures referred to in the text below was taken from the 

study "Jevíčka, km 0.000 to 11.400 from its confluence with Třebůvky after mouthing 

Úsobrnského potoka - nature friendly flood measures". Based on the proposed measures 

referred to in this study quantified the volume that would be possible in the inundation area 

due to this measure to detain (volume quantification, see chapter 1.8.2 and 1.9 TZ design part, 

also the indicator 4.3). 
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Floodplain Jevíčku, section 1, stretch of river 0.000 to 2.204 (NV02-NV05) 

 

Solved Jevíčka section begins with the mouth of the river and ends Třebůvky right bank 

tributary creek from Bezděčí. The route leads thalweg farmed landscape. The entire length of 

the section has solved the flow of simple trapezoidal shape with visible remains of the 

fortifications in the foot bed. Part of the profile of the riparian windrows with a width crown 

approx. 1.5 m and a height of approx. 0,5 m. The profile depth is around 2.5 m. The channel 

capacity ranges from Q5 to include after Q100. 

Within this section is designed to include 6 buildings: 

  
Fig. 3- Looking toward the confluence with 

Třebůvky 

Fig. 4 - The remnants of fortifications heels 

Floodplain Jevíčky object SO 1.1 revitalization proposal - Removal of the dam 

(NV02) 

Existing damming the channel prevents overflow of water into the floodplain. There is a 

diminished retention capacity of the landscape. During increased flows leads to flooding of 

surrounding land, but after the floods subsided water remains seated behind the dam, where in 

the summer months leads to rot. Proposed measures (removal of dams) will reduce the rate of 

the flood wave, supporting the retention capacity of the floodplain and after subside higher 

flow rates and faster recovery of water back into the trough. 
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Floodplain Jevíčky object SO 2.1 revitalization proposal - furrow (NV04) 

This is creating a furrow on the left bank of the approx. 1,600 km. The slow furrow 
interconnect the longitudinal gradient trough Jevíčka parallel irrigation ditch and will be 
used for load shedding during flood flows from Q5. Furrow is technically designed so as 
not to deprive land management. 
 
Floodplain Jevíčky object SO 3.1 and SO 01.4 revitalization proposing furrow and 
retention zone (TUN) (NV04, NV03) 
 
This is creating a furrow on the left bank of the approx. 1,900 km. The slow furrow 
interconnect the longitudinal gradient extended trough Jevíčka with the newly created 
retention areas. Retention area will be created at the point where the floods in the flooding 
of land. Retention area will serve to centralize and lightening during flood flows from Q5. 
Furrow is technically designed so as not to deprive land management.Part of proposal is 
the establishment of close to nature accompanying stand. 
 
Basic parameters: 
 
- Length 150 m 
- Width 45 m 
- Surface area of 1.2 hectares retention 

 
Fig. 5 - furrow and retention area 

 

Floodplain Jevíčky object SO 5.1 revitalization proposal - furrow (NV04) 

This is creating a furrow on the left bank of the approx. 2,000 km. The slow furrow 

interconnect the longitudinal gradient trough Jevíčka parallel irrigation ditch and will be used 

for load shedding during flood flows from Q5. Furrow is technically designed so as not to 

deprive land management. 

 

Floodplain Jevíčky object SO 6.1 revitalization proposal - Extending the trough (NV05) 

The total width of the land on which is located the water flow is 15 m in diameter. In doing 

so, the current water flow is narrower in some places. It is proposed to widen the stream and 

surrounding municipal land for a total width of about 30 meters. The riverbed will be adapted 

into a twin trapezium with a slightly wavelike Kynette in the bottom of the depth of 0.5 mA 

slope rating milder than 1: 3.Part of  proposal is the establishment of an accompanying stand 

close to nature . 
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Fig. 6 - Extending the trough 

Floodplain Jevíčky, Section 2, stretch of river 2.204 to 3.737 revitalization proposal 

(NV07) 

Solved stretch Jevíčka starts PB tributary of Bezděčí and is topped by former sluice object 

and the former branching drive to Lázeckého mill. The trough has a whole length of a simple 

trapezoidal. Windrows are part of the profile is the crown width of about 1.5 meters and a 

height of 0.5 m. The depth profile is about 2.5 meters. The capacity of the channel ranges 

from Q5 to include after Q100. On both sides solved section is arable land and meadows. 

Within this section is designed to 1 building object: 

  
Fig. 7 - View of the enclosure trough Fig. 8 - The building of the former irrigation 

 

Floodplain Jevíčky object SO 02.1 revitalization proposal - Extending the trough 

(NV07) 

The whole section occurs when increased flows to the flooding of surrounding land. After 

the flood subsided, water remains seated behind the dam, where in the summer months leads 

to rot. The proposed measure eliminates this effect and focus Q5 flow only into the 

streambed. After subsiding higher flow rates will lead to the return of water back into the 

trough. Suggested the extension of the current flow into the surrounding private land for a 

total width of 40 m. The riverbed will be adapted into a twin trapezium with a slightly 
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wavelike Kynette in the bottom of the depth of 0.5 meters and a slope of more lenient than 1: 

3. Part of the proposal is the establishment of close to nature growt. .Existing accompanying 

economic bridge will be replaced by a stone ford 

 
Fig. 9 - Extension of the trough 

 

Pattern text formatting - ... forestry. Extreme weather conditions, they also constitute one 

of the possible consequences of such changes [9]. 

 

The areas chosen for the agricultural part of the solution we have been obtaining background 

material, reconnaissance and discussion with agricultural companies evaluated Erosion losses 

on erosion-prone crops (maize) and erosion 

 

1.2 Assessment of complex applications catalog of measures - 

Jevíčka (in the area of agriculture, forestry and floodplain) 

The influence of the system proposed measures, which form in the variant III harmonized 

penetration proposals in the field of agriculture, forestry and from the area of floodplain due 

to quantify the volume seized runoff (retention / infiltration) was examined in the watershed 

IV. Procedure (no. h. p. 4-10-02-099 / 2). It is the bottom section of flow Jevíčka. The 

calculation is based on the proposals described in Chapter 5. The method of evaluation 

method, changes in runoff is described in chapter 6.1. This method was applied to evaluate all 

proposed measures in this area. In the tables below is quantified the possible volume of water 

retained in the case of application of measures considered in three variants. Volumes 

calculated drains correspond to a situation where the studied area affected by the cause of the 

collision, which causes surface runoff with an average return period of N = 5 years - ie flood 

flow Q5. 
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Fig 10-variants and combinations catalog of measures to Jevíčce, k.ú. Bezděčí at Trnávky etc. 
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OPTION I (minimum) - in this case, is in the floodplain considered a continuation of 

agricultural production in the original scope and potential of wide cultivation of crops. Forest 

areas is being considered replacing the species composition of monoculture to polyculture at 

approximately 50% of the forest. 

 

OPTION II (maximum) - in this case, is considered in the plains planted with trees, in 

combination with grassing floodplain. Forest areas is being considered replacing the species 

composition of monoculture to polyculture throughout the forest 

. 

OPTION III (optimal) - the final draft of the scope of the proposed measures on land blocks 

in the floodplain (resp. In the entire territory) was the result of a compromise resulting from 

the negotiations between the processors proposals on agricultural and forest (plains). In this 

version is considered the planting of indigenous trees in combination surface grassing 

(establishment of wet meadows) in the area of the proposed new TVR in the flow Q5. The 

rest is left to the plains agricultural production. Proposals in forest areas (PUPFL) remain the 

greatest extent (VAR II). 

 

One of the most important factors in assessing the effectiveness of the proposed measures are 

expended funds for the implementation of individual measures. Given that the design detail 

Jevíčky (no. H. P. 4-10-02-099 / 2) was the intersection of the action on floodplains, 

agricultural and forest are in the tables below, calculated costs for implementing measures in 

this area. 

 

OPTION III (optimal) - specific costs were in forests and agricultural areas determined 

according to the size of the proposed measure. Determination of unit costs of restoration 

measures in the floodplain was based on the catalog descriptions and indicative prices for 

construction work (URS Praha). In the case of ground work has been considered with disposal 

to landfill controlled within 10 km. Investment costs for individual buildings are listed in the 

table below. 
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Tab. 2 The cost of implementing the material excavated in the event of removal to a landfill (distance 10 km) 

 

 
 

• method of assessing specific costs 
Determining the specific costs of the proposed measures was based on the catalog 

descriptions and indicative prices for construction work (URS Praha) according to drawings 

(situational drawings, cross-section, see Fig. Below). Prices were also used ANCLP (with the 

cost of conventional measures) and price lists grant program Rural Development Programme. 
Technical details Fig .11- some erosion control measures from the catalog

 

Dle rozpočtových nákladů (odvoz na říz. skládku)
SO 01.1. – Odstranění hrází 2 843 160 Kč   
SO 01.2. – Průleh 311 200 Kč      
SO 01.3. a– Průleh 577 500 Kč      
SO 01.4 – Retenční oblast (tůň) 7 637 841 Kč   
SO 01.5. a– Průleh 316 000 Kč      
SO 01.6. – Rozšíření koryta 31 054 360 Kč 
SO 02.1 – Rozšíření koryta (odstranění hrází) 1 990 470 Kč   
SO 02.1 – Rozšíření koryta (rozšíření koryta) 28 263 131 Kč 

72 993 662 Kč 
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Tab. 3 Specific costs to implement the proposed measures in the selected area (variant III)

 

jednotková 
cena za 
měrnou 
jednotku

Finanční 
náklady 
na 
realizaci

Kč/měrnou 
jednotku [Kč]

[tis. Kč]

LS01 Biodiverzita lesních porostů 163.40 ha 4 000 654
LS02 Druhová skladba lesních porostů – stupeň přirozenosti  163.40 ha 2 000 327
LS03 Ekologický stav břehových porostů 11.43 ha 170 000 1 943

LS04
Hrazení bystřin a strží přírodě blízkým způsobem - 
průcestná přehrážka 25 ks 82 800 2 070

LS04
Hrazení bystřin a strží přírodě blízkým způsobem - 
neprůcestná přehrážka 22 ks 99 750 2 195

LS05 Hydromorfologický stav lesních vodních toků 0 m 0 0

LS06
Lesní dopravní sít a negativní dopady těžebně-
dopravní eroze - typ 1 (objem 15 m3) 106 ks 16 800 1 781

LS07
Lesní dopravní sít a negativní dopady těžebně-
dopravní eroze - typ 2 (objem 5 m3) 0 ks 23 200 0

LS08
Lesní dopravní sít a negativní dopady těžebně-
dopravní eroze - typ 3 (objem 1 m3) 15 ks 1 290 19

LS07 Plán péče o zalesněná povodí 326.80 ha 500 163
LS08 Podpora tvorby prioritních biotopů 35.00 ha 170 000 5 950
LS09 Prostorová úprava lesních porostů podél toků 38.74 ha 800 31
LS10 Zalesňování zemědělských půd v říčních nivách 30.48 ha 170 000 5 182
NV01 Renaturace 0 m 0 0
NV02 Revitalizace vodního toku obnovou původního koryta 2 204 m 2 193 4 834
NV03 Podpora přirozených tlumivých rozlivů v nivě 22.98 ha viz NV02-07 0
NV04 Podpora retence vody v nivě, revitalizace 2.52 ha 3 036 915 7 638
NV05 Revitalizace upraveného koryta  2 204 m 26 914 59 317
NV06 Rušení odvodňovacích opatření a obnova pramenišť v n  0 ha 0 0
NV07 Revitalizace tvorbou nového koryta 1 543 m 781 1 205
NV08 Zalesňování a zatravňování niv – obnova nivních biotop 0 ha viz LS10 0
ZP01 Protierozní průlehy 2 256 m 3 515 7 930
ZP02 Protierozní hrázky 2 237 m 1 855 4 150
ZP03 Protierozní meze 870 m 2 700 2 349
ZP04 Pásové střídání plodin 0 ha 0 0
ZP05 Lokalizace plodin 5 479.7 ha 0 0
ZP06 Ochranné zatravnění 2.8 ha 109 000 305
ZP07 Ochranné zatravněné pásy kolem vodních útvarů 0 ha 0 0
ZP08 Ochranné zatravněné pásy 0 ha 0 0
ZP09 Biopásy 0 ha 0 0
ZP10 Ochranná výsadba dřevin - břehové porosty 0 ha 0 0
ZP11 Ochranná výsadba dřevin - vegetační lem 0 ha 0 0
ZP12 Větrolamy 0 ha 0 0
ZP13 Zatravnění údolnic 0 ha 0 0
ZP14 Setí širokořádkových plodin s ochranným podsevem 0 ha 0 0
ZP15 Ochranné obilní pásy 0 ha 0 0
ZP16 Setí do mulče 0 ha 0 0
ZP17 Setí do vymrzlé meziplodiny 0 ha 0 0
ZP18 Konturové zakládání porostů 257.5 ha 0 0

Σ 108 041

Kód 
opatření

Název opatření
měrná jednotka
plocha, délka, 

počet ks…
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In conclusion, a comparison of specific costs with a potential increase in the retention effect 

of the proposed measures, again in all the considered alternatives. The results are shown in 

the tables below. 
 

Tab. 4., comparison of investment costs and the volume of stored water due to the new measures proposed in the 

three considered variants 

 

 

Tab. 5.  Comparing the investment costs and the volume of stored water due to the newly proposed measures 

(Option III)

 
 

From the result table to be effective, the measures in forest areas, the cost of the detainee 

cubic meters do not exceed 200 CZK, measures alluvium depending on the contemplated 

variation calculating investment costs in the range 200-370 CZK / m3, measures in rural areas 

move around CZK 400 per detainee m3 of water. In this case, it should be noted that erosion 

control measures on agricultural soils are primarily intended to water retention in the 

landscape, but their primary purpose is a function of erosion, ie. The protection of land 

resources as one of nonrenewable resources. 

 

 

 

 

VARIANTA

Rozdíl zadrženého 
objemu před a po 

návrhu opatření [m3]

Investiční náklady 
[tis. Kč]

Náklady na 
objem zadržené 
vody [Kč/m3]

I - MIN 393 535 81 975 208.31
II - MAX 498 827 149 738 300.18
III - OPT 485 950 108 041 222.33

Finanční 
náklady na 

realizaci

Zadržený 
objem

Náklady na 
objem 

zadržené vody 
[Kč/m3]

[tis. Kč] [m3] [Kč/m3]

LSxx Opatření v lesních oblastech 20 314 184 848 109.9
NVxx Opatření v nivě 72 994 264 390 276.1

ZPxx Opatření v zemědělských oblastech 14 734 36 712 401.3

Kód 
opatření

Název opatření
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1.3 Kyjovka - a design detail (Agriculture and Forestry measures) 
The northern part of the area is located in a natural forest area PLO 36 - Central Moravian 

Carpathians. The southern part of the territory extends into the PLO 35 - Jihomoravské úvaly. 
General description of the boundaries of natural forest areas is provided in Annex no. 1 of 

Decree no. 83/1996 Coll. Acreage of the area is 1470.62 hectares. The area of land used for 

forest PUPFL is 417.43 hectares, representing 28.38% of the area of interest  area.

 
Fig. 12: Map of the area on the substrate layer orthophoto and cadastral boundaries, the outline of the area 

is to characterize the red line (Compiled Palacky University in Olomouc documents ČÚZK) 

The catchment area of the river basin Kyjovky falls to 7 cadastral territory and occupy the 

main part of the cadastral municipality Skalka u Kyjova, swans and Vřesovice. From the 

pedological terms of territory is quite varied and substantial portion of agricultural land 

accounts for HPJ 08, 10, 11, 12, 20, 24, 27 and 41, a black earth, brown soils and poorly 

gleys, but always eroded, HPJ brown earth and HPJ Cambisol, and land in floodplains. After 
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the current status of land use, including changes that are realized, they all farmed land 

modeled the potential erosion erosion counted on the most vulnerable crop, and corn, which is 

grown in the basin. The results, as in the basin Hane, that area of interest is greatly threatened 

by erosion, where most areas have Erosion losses of more than 11, respectively. 25 t ha-1 per 

year (Fig. 14). On some blocks of arable land are marked by LPIS site on which it is 

necessary to observe the requirements of GAEC, to protect farmland against erosion but these 

measures are not sufficient. 

 
Fig. 13: Kyjovka - designing printed and line measures. 

It was therefore necessary to propose measures in order to reduce Erosion losses to an 

acceptable level, but it is noticeable and feasibility in agricultural practice. It is important to 
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pursue the selection of land on which they cultivated corn and grow this using soil 

conservation technologies, which in combination with line elements to reduce erosion washes 

away the tolerated limit of 4 t par ha per year (Fig. 15). The average erosion throughout the 

territory falls from 52.5 (Fig. 14) to 10.4 t ha-1 for the realization of linear measure and 

correct choice of crops and soil conservation technology. From the liner propose measures 

furrow, windrows, limits with protective TTP belt protective grassing, even around water 

bodies and protective grassing and reforestation thalwegs (Fig. 16). During the 

implementation of the proposals we are based on a number of documents available about the 

area, incl. historical maps. In implementing all these measures dominate in the final state 

blocks of arable land in the category of up to 10 t ha-1 per year. 

 

• Kyjovka, description of the proposed measures- forest areas 
Forest and part of the area spatially defined parcels intended to fulfill forest functions 

(PUPFL) occupies the area of 327.72 hectares, representing 27.98% forest coverage. The 

available source materials was made a draft set of measures designed application should 

positively affect the hydric and soil protection function of forests, their ability to cope with 

the expected extreme climate situations and reducing adverse flood runoff and erosion related 

symptoms. 

 

LS01 forest biodiversity 

To fulfill the functions of the forest is limiting the degree of ecological stability of forest 

ecosystems, the ideal state is richly structured forest, which is characterized by spatial 

structure of levels of forest cover, differentiated generic structure. Species composition more 

naturally has a positive influence on the hydrological characteristics of forest soils. Natural 

conditions in the area of interest represented by forest type are graphical and tabular form 

expressed in the chapter devoted to the description area. The proposed measure consists in a 

sensitive manner of management with respect to water retention through finer (more natural) 

farming methods. 

 

LS02 species composition of forests - the degree of naturalness 

The degree of naturalness stands is a basic indicator to express the potential ability to 

influence forest and hydric soil protection function. It is assumed that the forests that are in 

the Central European temperate conditions considered developmentally spike (climax) form 
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of vegetation, hydric and have the highest potential for soil conservation at the level of 

potential natural vegetation. 

 

LS 03 ecological status of riparian vegetation forest watercourses 

To improve the ecological status of riparian vegetation and accompanying altered 

watercourses propose to stabilize habitat conditions, release dynamics of natural processes 

and make complex such measures this state closer to the reference set of streams, 

respectively. sections in the affected watershed. This can be achieved by changing the 

composition of tree species on the countryside near respectively. natural. 

Sustainability stability of ecological status of riparian vegetation in the farmed landscape is 

closely related to the existing surface, respectively. of established segments. This can be 

achieved purposeful afforestation of agricultural land in the floodplains (increasing retention, 

infiltration), which is specifically dedicated to the catalog of measures for afforestation of 

agricultural land. 

As a measure to improve the migration throughput and biodiversity of riparian vegetation 

can be used legislative and provisioning tools to set up ÚSES (biocorridors biocentres and 

interactive elements). 

Space is a proposal of measures directed streams around the area of interest. 

 

LS04 mountain streams and ravines natural way 

For mountain streams and ravines, the main purpose of stabilizing the river bed with a big 

slope. As an essential component in the implementation of these functional buildings are 

damming - cross objects that can form cross thresholds, passports and degree that stabilize the 

riverbed and reduce the longitudinal momentum, thereby preventing the formation of erosion. 

The design principle allows dikes sediment transport in normal flow (holes in the bottom), but 

restricts displacement of sediment during high flow during floods. 
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Fig. 15: Longitudinal section princess damming 

 

 

Fig. 14: Cross section of wooden influencing damming  
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LS 05 Hydromorfological state forest watercourses 

For close to nature restoration of degraded aquatic ecosystems in forests (limited 

dynamics, erosion processes), utilize in order to increase the diversity of the trough 

channeling the flow of purposeful placement of dead wood. To simulate the natural, 

respectively. Natural Habitat bed creating processes at appropriate places to use the 

methodology LWD - Large Woody Debris 

 

LS 06 Forest transport network and the negative impacts of mining and transport 

erosion 

Mitigate the negative impact of TDE and forest road network, such as reducing the length 

of restless runoff, reducing the surface accumulation, converting subsurface runoff to surface 

that reflected unfavorably on the retarding capacity of soils can be achieved by combining 

several measures. 

 

For temporary approach unpaved trails on the forest floor, we propose to create a crash barrier 

formed by embankments infiltration elements near the outlet into the forest. The map 

measures we propose a combination of typical traps sediment bulk stone, respectively. 

unloading mining residues in two versions with of capacity from 5 to 15 m3. Outside the 

forest road network in the area, we recommend skidding and mined areas, with the movement 

of heavy equipment, protecting the soil cover lined ruts using logging residues. 

 

LS07 care plan forested watershed 

To strengthen hydric functions, restore and stabilize the water regime of forest habitat in 

the area of interest, we propose to create a modification forest management, in the form of a 

management plan which is spatially directed to hydric sensitive habitats designated water 

affected edaphic categories, see LS09 measures. 

Framework principles for the creation of a management plan for forested watershed are 

further processed in a worksheet catalog of measures LS07. 

 

LS08 Support for the creation of priority habitats 

The measure is directed into spatially mapped segments habitats in the area of interest. 

See chapter in the description area, the occurrence of habitats. For habitats mapped the so-
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called. Mosaic of habitats heavily modified or created by man (min. 50% X) proposes to 

increase the share of so-called.  

Natural habitat. It can also pet area acreage of individual habitat types increase, and in 

locations with similar potential natural conditions according to maps SLT.Protecting and 

improving the ecological status of priority habitats on hydric sensitive habitats significantly 

contribute to higher hydric and infiltration potential along streams throughout the area of 

interest. Support Habitat modal habitat conditions downstream in the vicinity of watercourses 

has a positive impact on the performance of hydric functions throughout the basin area. 

 

LS 10 Afforestation of agricultural lands in river floodplains 

When choosing land suitable for afforestation, we proceeded in terms of the potential 

provided by the non-production functions. To those counts function of erosion, protection of 

water resources, infiltration, retention and retardation. 

Afforestation of agricultural land around the lowland waterways also perceived as an 

opportunity to restore riparian forests as a priority habitat (L2.2 Bottom ash-alder meadows, 

L2.3 Hard alluvial lowland rivers, L2.4 soft alluvial lowland rivers. 

  

1.4 Prudký potok - a design detail 
The catchment area is located in a natural forest area PLO 27 - Hrubý Jesenik. General 

description of the boundaries of the natural forest area is presented in Annex no. 1 of Decree 

no. 83/1996 Coll. Acreage of the area is 373.33 hectares. The area of land used for forest 

PUPFL is 373.12 hectares, representing 99.94% of the acreage of the area.
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Fig. 16: natural forest areas in the Czech Republic on the ground orthophoto. PLO boundaries are marked with 
a red line, concerned PLO 27 – Hrubý Jesenik highlighted green hatched area of interest indicated by the yellow 
line. (Compiled by Palacky University in Olomouc  documents CENIA and ÚHUL) 

 

Design detail – Prudký potok 
 

LS 01 forest biodiversity 

To fulfill the functions of the forest is limiting the degree of ecological stability of forest 

ecosystems, the ideal state is richly structured forest, which is characterized by spatial 

structure of levels of forest cover, differentiated generic structure. Species composition more 

naturally has a positive influence on the hydrological characteristics of forest soils. Natural 

conditions in the area of interest represented by forest type are graphical and tabular form 

expressed in the chapter devoted to the description area. The proposed measure consists in a 

sensitive manner of management with respect to water retention through finer (more natural) 

farming methods. 

 

LS 02 species composition of forests degree of naturalness 

The degree of naturalness stands is a basic indicator to express the potential ability to 

influence forest and hydric soil protection function. It is assumed that the forests that are in 

the Central European temperate conditions considered developmentally spike (climax) form 

of vegetation, hydric and have the highest potential for soil conservation at the level of 

potential natural vegetation. 

 

LS 03 ecological status of riparian vegetation forest watercourses 

To improve the ecological status of riparian vegetation and accompanying altered 

watercourses propose to stabilize habitat conditions, release dynamics of natural processes 

and make complex such measures this state closer to the reference set of streams, 

respectively. sections in the affected watershed. This can be achieved by changing the 

composition of tree species on the countryside near respectively. natural. 

Sustainability stability of ecological status of riparian vegetation in the farmed landscape is 

closely related to the existing surface, respectively. of established segments. This can be 

achieved purposeful afforestation of agricultural land in the floodplains (increasing retention, 

infiltration), which is specifically dedicated to the catalog of measures for afforestation of 

agricultural land. 
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As a measure to improve the migration throughput and biodiversity of riparian vegetation can 

be used legislative and provisioning tools to set up ÚSES (biocorridors biocentres and 

interactive elements). 

Space is a proposal of measures directed streams around the area of interest. 

 

LS 04 Torrent ravines and natural way 

For mountain streams and ravines, the main purpose of stabilizing the river bed with a big 

slope. As an essential component in the implementation of these functional buildings are 

damming - cross objects that can form cross thresholds, passports and degree that stabilize the 

riverbed and reduce the longitudinal momentum, thereby preventing the formation of erosion. 

The design principle allows dikes sediment transport in normal flow (holes in the bottom), but 

restricts displacement of sediment during high flow during floods. 

 

LS 05 Hydromorfological state forest watercourses 

For close to nature restoration of degraded aquatic ecosystems in forests (limited dynamics, 

erosion processes), utilize in order to increase the diversity of the trough channeling the flow 

of purposeful placement of dead wood. To simulate the natural, respectively. Natural Habitat 

bed creating processes at appropriate places to use the methodology LWD - Large Woody 

Debris that specifies the following: 

 

LS 06 Forest transport network and the negative impacts of mining and transport 

erosion 

Mitigate the negative impact of TDE and forest road network, such as reducing the length of 

restless runoff, reducing the surface accumulation, converting subsurface runoff to surface 

that reflected unfavorably on the retarding capacity of soils can be achieved by combining 

several measures. 

 

LS 09 Spatial arrangement of forest along the forest watercourses 

These measures are closely related. Measures 09 LS proposal defines spatial units of forest 

that would have the utmost respect natural conditions characteristic of the water affected and 

waterlogged forest habitat - the basis for defining the map of forest types in the area of 

interest, see the description of the area, map SLT. 
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LS 08 Support for the creation of priority habitats 

The measure is directed into spatially mapped segments habitats in the area of interest. See 

chapter in the description area, the occurrence of habitats. For habitats mapped the so-called. 

Mosaic of habitats heavily modified or created by man (min. 50% X) proposes to increase the 

share of so-called. Natural habitat. It can also pet area acreage of individual habitat types 

increase, and in locations with similar potential natural conditions according to maps SLT. 

 

• Results of verification Impact model based on climate change 

Calculation of "water balance" has been simplified to calculate the difference of the average 
rainfall in a given month and potential evapotranspiration (PET), is. 

 
VBi = Pi – PETi, 

where i = January, ..., December. 

 

The average annual value of the balance sheet are shown in Figure 16, where it is possible to 

observe negative values primarily in South Moravia. These values are mainly due to higher 

temperatures in the summer and a slight decline in these collisions. It is important to take into 

consideration that this approach is very simplistic, and therefore it is good to take him only as 

informative.

 

Fig. 17 The average annual value of the balance of the selected RCM for the time horizons 2035 and 2085 
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• Comparison of the zero option with a set of measures proposed 

In this chapter, the results demonstrated the impact of climate scenarios on the value of N-

year precipitation totals for the prospective period 2021 - 2050 and 2071-2100. 

The evaluation was conducted in locations (head detail) - Jevíčka,Prudký potok, Jevíčka 

represents a rather lowland character of the landscape, watershed Prudký potok watershed 

forest is characterized in one of Jesenik. 

 
Tab.6 Jevíčka - Comparing the N-year total precipitation in prospective periods with zero variant (present - 

2016) 

N-year 
precipitation 
totals [mm] 

year 
2016 
[mm] 

period 2021 - 2050 [mm] period 2071 - 2100 [mm] 

LOW MID UP LOW MID UP 
HS,2 35.55 35.19 36.26 37.33 34.48 36.97 40.53 
HS,5 51.30 51.30 52.33 54.38 50.27 54.38 60.02 
HS,10 61.50 60.89 62.73 65.19 60.27 65.81 73.19 
HS,20 72.10 71.38 74.26 77.87 70.66 77.87 87.96 
HS,50 85.05 84.20 87.60 95.26 82.50 93.56 110.57 
HS,100 95.22 93.32 99.03 108.55 91.41 106.65 130.45 
 
Tab.7 Prudký potok - the percentage difference N-year total precipitation in prospective periods with zero variant (present - 

2016) 

N-year 
precipitation 
totals [mm] 

year 
2016 
[mm] 

period 2021 - 2050 [%] period 2071 - 2100 [%] 

LOW MID UP LOW MID UP 
HS,2 35.55 -2.1% 4.2% 10.4% -6.3% 8.3% 29.2% 
HS,5 51.30 0.0% 4.4% 13.3% -4.4% 13.3% 37.8% 
HS,10 61.50 -2.2% 4.3% 12.9% -4.3% 15.1% 40.9% 
HS,20 72.10 -2.2% 6.6% 17.6% -4.4% 17.6% 48.4% 
HS,50 85.05 -2.2% 6.5% 26.2% -6.5% 21.8% 65.4% 
HS,100 95.22 -4.4% 8.7% 30.6% -8.7% 26.2% 80.9% 

 

Legend:    
LOW … positive scenario 
MID …central scenario 

UP …negative scenario 
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The table above shows that they can, in the case of N-year total precipitation, rather 

assume their gradual increase, this means an increase of the extremity of these phenomena. 

Increasing the total rainfall can be expected both in the lowlands, according negative 

scenarios by up to 37%, and especially in mountainous areas, which may increase by up to 

80%, which would of course have a significant impact on subsequent runoff from the 

watershed. 

N-year change in total precipitation on runoff linked to the proposed measures will be 

demonstrated on Prudký potok watershed. In this area was recorded extreme N-year increase 

in total precipitation (in the case of negative scenarios for the period 2071-2100 and 100-year 

total precipitation increase of up to 80.9%). Comparison of watershed response to current and 

prospective (period 2071-2100) 100-year rainfall amount. Is shown below. 
Fig. 18, outflow from the basin Prudký potok depending on climate change. The response to the 100-year 

rainfall amount. Black current state, blue - Prospect status for the period 2071 - 2100) 

 
From the picture above, it is evident a significant increase in peak flow rate depending on 

climate change (negative scenario for the period 2071-2100, 100 - year total precipitation). 

Q100 difference between the current state and prospective period is 12.49 m3 / s. 

 

Due to the large number of variants and solved watershed has been selected to demonstrate 

the results Prudký potok watershed, which was to compare the current and prospective 

situation. Comparison was carried out using rainfall-runoff model HEC-HMS, which was 

calibrated to data provided by the Czech Hydrometeorological Institute. Values of N-year 
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flows are shown in the table below. To compare the impact of the proposed measures has 

always been considered a flow rate with an average return period of N = 5 years. 
Tab. 8 The N-year floods in the closing profile Prudký potok (source: Czech Hydrometeorological Institute)

 
 

Influence of systems designed to measure parameters of surface runoff were compared in 

a zero option (the present) and for the prospective period 2071-2100, which is considered 

(when negative scenario) to increase rainfall by 37.8% - see Error! Source not found .. The 

results of comparison reference zero variant and forecast the state shown in figures and tables 

below. 

In the case of the zero option was to compare the state without the measures and the draft 

measures in alternatives A-D with the gradual use of individual measures. Ie. Option D (D1, 

D2) represents a condition in which there is influence runoff from the catchment system of 

the measures proposed in the design detail - the catchment Prudký potok. The results of 

individual variants are shown in table and graph below. 

 

 
Fig. 19 Effect of runoff from the watershed 

Prudký potok impact of the proposed measures 

– comparing with Zero Option - 2016 

 

 

 

 

 

1 2 5 10 20 50 100 třída

Prudký potok 6.41 P1 3.72 1.49 2.83 5.16 7.35 9.92 13.90 17.50 IV

tok ř. km Profil
plocha 
povodí 
[km2]

N-leté průtoky  QN                                                       m3.s-1

  
Var. A - the influence of various compartments 

Var. B - influence from permeable and nonpermeable damming - LS04 

Var. C - B + affecting LS06 - measures to reduce TDE 

Var. D1- influencing C + LS 01 - LS03, LS07, LS08, LS09 - measures in the area - stand st. 1 
good conditions - according Dumbrovský 2009 

Var. D2 - influencing C + LS 01 - LS03, LS07, LS08, LS09 - measures in the area - stand st. 2 
medium conditions - according Dumbrovský 2009 
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In the following section, the system compares the proposed measures with a prospective 

state for the period 2071 - 2100, which is considered to be causal increase in rainfall Hs5 

37.8% under adverse climatic scenarios see. Prudký potok. Comparison of these two versions 

not affected by the proposed measures is shown in the figure below. From there, it is seen that 

the declared increase causal precipitation with an average return period of N = 5 years will 

increase outflow from the basin of the original 5.16 m3 / s to 8.13 m3 / s. 

 

Fig. 20 Comparing with flow straightening system measures at present (black) and prospective state (period 2071-2100) - a 

negative scenario (blue) 

 

 

The influence of the system proposed measures for the prospective period 2071 - 2100 is 

presented in table and graph below. It is an identical set of measures under consideration in 

the zero option (Present). 

 

Fig. 21 Influencing the flow of a set of measures proposed in forward period 2071-2100, watershed Prudký potok 

ovlivnění navrženými opatřeními 
ovlivnění průtoku Q5    varianty A-D* [m3/s]                                                   

Q5 výhled 
2085 A B C D1 D2 

8.13 6.96 6.25 6.26 1.83 2.84 
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Fig. 22 Effect of runoff from the watershed Prudký creek impact of the proposed measures - prospective period 2071-

2100 

Based on the above results, it can be said that in case of zero option (status quo, rain totals 

Hs5) does not meet the maximum retention capacity of river basins, since an increase in 

rainfall for the prospective period 2071-2100 is to increase volume seized in an area basin. As 

regards the reduction of peak flows in both considered variants with an almost equal 

percentage reduction of peak. 

Similar results can be expected at other locations solved. 

 

1.5 Options adaptation of the classic paved areas urbanized areas 
Město Uničov, settlement Gen. Svobody, geological and hydrogeological conditions 

The site is located in Uničovské pan. Probing has been shown that under the layer 

Pleistocene silty loam thickness of 2.5 to 3.2 m are smaller noncontiguous positions of sands 

and clays with gravel, which merge into sandy gravel layer with horizontal continuous 

process. Subsurface water was found at the intersection of silty loam and sandy gravel and 

slightly boarded. This water is accumulated in a layer of sandy gravel and due to its good 

intrinsic permeability has a continuous surface. That during the hydrological year shows the 
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sweep, depending upon drainage conditions in river Oskava and depending on the fallout of 

atmospheric precipitation. 
Fig. 23: Situational scheme - HDV potential area of interest (meteorology of managing rain watter) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

PROTECTION OF WATER RESOURCES 
Due to the possible infiltration of rain water that may be contaminated it is necessary to 

assess the status of water resources. In the immediate vicinity of the site is not no drinking 

water protection zones. East of the area are situated on water resources and Brníčko 

Haukovice at a distance of 2.3 kilometers, or 6.8 meters. Natural healing resources in the 

vicinity also occur. 

 

Protective zone of technical objects 
The study adheres strictly to the minimum allowable distance in concurrence and when 

crossing according to ČSN 736005 (Czech system of norm) Spatial arrangement of network 

hardware. In case it is impossible to respect the requirements of the proposed transfer of the 

network, as in the case of public lighting. 

 

• Draft devolved solution: 

Following an analysis of the urbanized watershed with respect to the existence of green 

areas, which would HDV could be used. The agglomeration settlement was allocated 

significant campus with carefully conducted study HDV reasons of saving sewage. Infiltration 
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objects were selected based on local geological conditions / infiltration capacity of the soil 

expressed coefficients. However, it is 5.07 * 10-7 m / s, the groundwater level is about 2.3 

m.p.t. 

The solution was derived from the following assumptions: 

• infiltration ability is insufficient, we decided therefore rainwater only linger on land to allow 

natural evaporation and seepage potential. As a last measure was proposed reservoir on the 

edge of the area solved. 

• If communication has been a limiting factor in the green belt along the road so that when 

applied with HDV avoid narrowing the existing road profile. 

• vegetative roofs were considered on the roofs of prefabricated houses and buildings with flat 

roofs, where it was possible. After consulting a structural engineer has been used utilized 

lightweight roof retention of the catalog of measures UR07.2. Consequent retention of 

technical catalog lightweight green roof is 18 l / m2. 

 

Technical draft measure was carried out according to ČSN 759010 (Czech system of norm) 

that was considered a collision with a 15-minute periodicity due to comparability 

corresponding design method of classic stormwater / sewerage system according to CSN 

756101 (sewer networks and sewer connections). Infiltration conditions are not suitable, but 

water from torrential rainfall retention and delays are getting into adjacent streams, where the 

water will drain. 

 

Urbanized areas was divided into several sewer districts (see. Fig. 21), to which was further 

working. Individual "drainage" districts (in the sense of sewer standards) has been assigned to 

the area, the reduced area and backbone cabling. 

The selected have been chosen from the catalog of measures. Within urbanized watershed 

was chosen so as to not hamper residents and was not invasive to the existing landscape. 

Individual measures are evident in the following figure. 22, respectively. Annexes.6.1. 
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Fig. 24: Situation adaptation measures (see. Annex 1.6.1) 

• The use of measures 

It is a complex of measures for HDV for draining rainwater from buildings and open 

spaces. Most of the measures are designed as a combination of surface and subsurface runoff. 

The aim was to be used in the simplest and most effective elements that make up the site both 

functionally and aesthetically. 

 
Fig. 25: Cross section, the acquisition furrow 
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Fig. 26: Illustration green light roof- catalog of measures UR 07.2

 
 

Using natural management of rainwater brings the need to change the behavior of investors, 

architects and planners within the processing of projects, but also new demands on the 

implementation of construction and maintenance of drainage facilities. Main 

recommendations: 

• Participation designer water manager in the earliest stages of project preparation works 

• Have at least archival hydrogeological assessment to verify conditions of infiltration 

• will and courage to tackle early in the project Collision Solutions (height restriction for 

buildings, prone roadways, parking solutions, vertical lines of trenches / transfer pipe with 

modular units suitable crossing other engineer. Networks etc. 

• consultation with the relevant authorities in advance (eg. Water department, administration, 

roads, police, etc.), do not be discouraged legislative shortcomings and less accommodating 

approach of public administration and some investors 

• Develop operational procedure and handling, consistent control of construction and control 

functionality of circuit leaching equipment and the use of materials proposed, butterfly valves, 

fittings etc. 
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